Warsaw School of Computer Science

MSc in IT Project Management at WSCS

- exclusively in English
- 2-year course
- full time or part time
- summer language workshop
- modern laboratories
- distinguished academic staff
- friendly atmosphere
- helpful administrative staff
- convenient location
- assistance in every step of the way

www.wscs.eu
www.wwsi.edu.pl

ABOUT WARSAW SCHOOL OF COMPUTER SCIENCE

WSCS is the only university in Poland where the members of the Rector’s Advisory Board are at the same time general managers of the world’s biggest IT companies such as Microsoft, Hewlett-Packard, Cisco, Intel, IBM and Oracle.

Our School is one of the most dynamically developing private universities which is also unique due to the fact that we offer studies in one and only field of science - computer science!

WSCS has 4 halls with seats for 130 students, 12 laboratories including modern network laboratories built according to Cisco standards and computer graphic laboratory, 6 seminar rooms, conference room, students’ café and bar, gym, library and reading room as well as archives and other administration offices.

If you really want to study computer science and work within the IT sector in a place that is exclusively dedicated to this field of science, then Warsaw School of Computer Science is the right place to begin your career!

Warsaw School of Computer Science
Lewartowskiego Street 17
00-169 Warsaw
Poland
Tel.: +48 22 489 64 23/52
www.wscs.eu
www.wwsi.edu.pl
e-mail: international@wwsi.edu.pl
Only in this year’s edition of MSc in IT Project Management we can guarantee:

- Study free of charge for the participants of this project only
- European Credit Transfer System (ECTS)
- Modern educational centre with a library
- Highly skilled and friendly staff
- Foreign language learning
- Scholarship to cover living expenses
- Help in accommodation
- Support of the educational process by experienced practitioners
- Students thematic clubs
- Help in finding a job after graduation

**Admission requirements:**

- Bachelor degree in computer science or related field together with the transcript of records
- Certificate proving your knowledge of English on B2 level
- Apostille or legalization of the diploma (if applicable)
- Health insurance for the period of study or EHIC
- Medical fitness certificate
- Residence permit/visa
- Passport photo page
- 4 passport size photos
- Translation into English or Polish of the above documents if applicable

**Information about the project:**

Warsaw School of Computer Science – Walk Straight to Career Success project of MSc in IT Project Management course will start on the 1st of October 2017. The course will be taught entirely in English language and will run for two years—from October 2017 to June 2019. Students will be organized into two groups: full time group with daily classes and part-time group with classes in late afternoons and evenings. Students are expected to earn 120 ECTS within the period of study and obtain the title of Master of Science in IT Project Management enabling them to take up postgraduate and PhD courses at all Polish and foreign universities.

We offer students knowledge and skills needed to solve real-world IT project management problems. Project management is the discipline of organizing, securing and managing resources so as to complete the project within the defined scope, time, cost and quality constraints within acceptable levels of risk. MSc in IT Project Management program, together with a valuable academic qualification, provides students with the expertise needed to plan and execute a range of IT projects and avoid typical pitfalls of missed deadlines and mismanaged resources.

The proposed course of studies meets the expectations of the Bachelor graduates from both Polish and foreign universities who wish to study at our university. The initiators of the English language studies are confident that the international engineering education gives a greater chance in the labor market.

Admission starts 1st of June 2017